**MATERIALS**

**CHROMATIC QUILT FEATURING BRUSH STROKES BY HOLLY DEGROOT**

*Fat quarter or ¼ yard of each: Confetti, Brush Strokes, Geo Grid, Flower Field, Facets, Bouquet, Garden, Canvas*

*Fat quarter or ¼ yard of each: Trellis [Purple, Coral, Turquoise, Navy], Speckled [Purple, Turquoise, Black, Pink]*

*1/3 yard of each: Cirrus Solids [Sprout, Lilac, Rain, Salmon]*

*Fat quarter or ¼ yard of each: Cirrus Solids [Denim & Fuchsia]*

*3 yards Speckled [Black] for Background*

*5/8 yard Facets for Binding*

*4 yards Cirrus Solids [Lilac] for Backing*

**Note:** All possible care has been taken to assure the accuracy of this pattern. We are not responsible for printing errors or the manner in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.

**CUTTING DIRECTIONS**

Cutting directions include ¼" seam allowances.

*From Confetti, Brush Strokes, Geo Grid, Canvas, Flower Field, Facets, Bouquet, Garden:*

- 4 - 2½" x 9½" rectangles
- 4 - 2½" x 5½" rectangles

*From Trellis [Purple, Coral, Turquoise, Navy], Speckled [Purple, Turquoise, Black, Pink]:*

- 2 - 5½” squares

*From Cirrus Solids [Sprout, Lilac, Rain, Salmon]:*

- 3 - 9½" squares

*From Cirrus Solids [Denim & Fuchsia]:*

- 2 - 9½” squares

*From Speckled [Black]:*

- 30 - 2¼” x 9”
- 30 - 2¼” x 12½”
- 8 - 2½” x WOF
- 30 - 7” squares

• Mark diagonal line from corner to corner of each block. Cut along the line to make two triangles, for a total of 60. [fig 1]

| Fabric A | Confetti, Brush Strokes, Geo Grid, Flower Field, Facets, Bouquet, Garden, Canvas |
| Fabric B | Trellis [Purple, Coral, Turquoise, Navy], Speckled [Purple, Turquoise, Black, Pink] |
| Fabric C | Cirrus Solids [Sprout, Denim, Lilac, Rain, Salmon, Fuchsia] |
| Fabric D | Speckled [Black] |

**ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS**

*Note: The featured sample quilt may vary slightly from the directions. Follow diagram on page 4 for correct pattern placement.*

**BLOCK ASSEMBLY**

1. Sew 2 Fabric A 2½" x 5½" rectangles to opposite sides of one of the Fabric B squares. Press seams. [fig 2]

2. Sew 2 Fabric A 2½" x 9½" rectangles to the remaining sides of the square. Press seams. [fig 3]

3. Repeat with all Fabric A and Fabric B pieces.

4. Place one Fabric C square RST (right sides together) on top of the unit you just made. Using a fabric marker or pencil, draw a diagonal line through the square. Mark additional lines ¼" from the diagonal line on each side. [fig 4]

5. Sew along the two outer lines. Cut along the center line to make 2 blocks. Press seams and trim to 9". Repeat for remaining blocks. [fig 5]

6. Referring to QUILT DIAGRAM, arrange 30 of the blocks (you will have two extra) to determine layout. Alternate blocks between square and on point layouts as shown.
ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

**SQUARE BLOCKS**
7. Sew 2 Fabric D 2¼" x 9" rectangles to each side of the block. Press seams. [fig 6]

8. Sew 2 Fabric D 2¼" x 12½ rectangles to the remaining sides of the block. Press seams. Repeat with remaining square blocks. [fig 7]

**ON POINT BLOCKS**
9. Sew two of the Fabric D triangles to opposite sides of the block. Press seams and trim dog ears. [fig 8a] Sew two additional Fabric D triangles to remaining sides of block. Press seams. Trim to 12½". [fig 8b]

**ASSEMBLING THE QUILT**

11. Piece Fabric D Sashing strips (2½" x WOF) together in sets of two. Sew two of the strips on to the long edges of the quilt. Press seams and trim excess. Sew two strips on to the short edges of the quilt.

---

**DIAGRAMS**
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